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Gnomes For Spring Scrapbook Workshop 

 
 

Materials Needed: 
• Gnomes For Spring Bundle  
 
Additional Items Needed:  
• Z6502 Peach Ink Pad 
• Z4189 Intense Black Ink Pad 
• Y1017 4” x 4” Acrylic Block  
• Z2060 Thin 3-D Foam tape 
• Z1151 3-D Foam tape 
• Z2089 Micro Glue Dots 
• Z4575 Black LePen 
• Z697 Round Sponge 
• Z5038 Die-cutting & Embossing Machine 
 
Project Bases: 
• P1 = 1 Honey Butter CS 
• P2 = 2 White CS 
• P3 = 1 Jade CS + 1 Gnomes BTP 
• P4 – 1 White CS + 1 Stripe BTP 
 
 
 

Key:  
• * = Backside of Cardstock/Paper 
• CS = Cardstock 
Assembly Tips: 
• Cut all pieces for the layouts first, and 
then thin cut all the pieces for the Gnome. 
 
• Cut the Umbrella piece OFF of the Gnome 
body as you don’t need it for the layout.  
 
• Assemble the Gnome after lightly 
sponging her Face, Nose, Hands and Feet 
with the Peach Ink. Add to Project 2 
 
• Assemble the extra Flower Thin Cut for 
Project 3 
 
• Use Glue Dots to attach the Acrylic Shapes 
• Photo Place Holder cards are used as a 
photo mat on all layouts. 
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Cutting Guide: 
 

 
 

      
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Clouds BTP 

 
 

 
 

 Clouds BTP 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Spring BTP 
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White Daisy CS 
 
 

 
 
White Daisy CS    
  
 
 

 
 
White Daisy CS 
 
 

 
 
Zip Strips 
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Assembly: 

1. Attach the White CS to the Cloud BTP, and then add that to the center of the Honey 
Butter CS.  

2. Layer the 5x7 photo place holder onto the Flamingo CS (LS) and then onto the Flamingo 
photo mat.  

3. Layer the 3x4 and 3x3 Photo Place Holder cards onto the Honey Butter CS photo mats.  
4. Add the Stripe BTP to the page 1” up from the bottom of the White CS. 
5. Attach the Flamingo Photo mat piece centered on the Stripe BTP, ¾” above the bottom 

edge. 
6. Add both Honey Butter photo mats to the page as shown.  
7. Add both a Flower Banner and Stripe Banner sticker behind the right edge of the 4x3 

photo mat.  
8. Use foam tape to add the “Cherish This Life” sticker above the 3x3 photo mat. 
9. Stamp “Full of Life” using Intense Black ink as shown.  
10. Use foam tape to add the pink Heart sticker to the left edge of the stamped image.  
11. Use foam tape to add the Butterfly Heart sticker to the left edge of the Stripe BTP.  
12. Add journaling to the lower right edge of the page along with the green Circle Flower 

sticker.  
13. Finish the page with 5 Acrylic Flowers as shown.  
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Page 1 Assembly: 

1. Attach the Zip strip to the left edge of the page followed by the ¼” strip of Jade CS and 
the Spring BTP.  

2. Layer a 3x4 photo place holder onto the small Flamingo CS. 
3. Attach the Stripe BTP to the top right corner followed by the ¾” strip of Jade CS, 

Flamingo photo mat, the ½” strip of Jade CS and the ½” strip of Stripe BTP.   
4. Layer the 4x6 photo place holders onto the Flamingo CS, and add to the page. 
5. Add the “Beautiful” sticker to the top left edge of the top Flamingo photo mat. 
6. Use foam tape to add the “Hooray For Springtime” sticker. Tuck the Stripe Banner 

sticker under the right edge.  
7. Finish the page with 2 Acrylic Butterfly shapes. 
 

Page 2 Assembly: 
1. Attach the Stripe BTP to the top of the page followed by the ¾” strip of Jade CS, the 

Flamingo CS, ½” strip of Jade CS and the Stripe BTP.  
2. Trim down 2 of the 4x4 photo place holders to  3 ¾ x 4 and attach to the outside edge of 

the Flamingo CS, and the 4x4 photo place holder to the center.  
3. Use foam tape to add the “What A Beautiful Day” sticker.  
4. Add the pink Banner sticker slightly tucked under the right edge. 
5. Add the Tag sticker to the lower left corner of the page as shown. 
6. Add the assembled Gnome next to it, slightly overlapping it.  
7. Finish the page by adding 1 Acrylic Butterfly shape. 
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Page 1 Assembly: 

1. Attach the green Border sticker to the top of the page followed by the Jade CS strip.  
2. Attach the Cloud BTP ¾” down from the Jade CS and 1” in from the right edge.  
3. Add the Jade photo mat over this, ¾” down from the top and ½” in from the right edge. 
4. Layer all 3 banner together as shown and add them centered on the Jade CS and flush 

with the edge of the page.  
5. Layer the 5x7 photo place holder onto the Limeade photo mat.  
6. Use foam tape to add this centered on the Jade photo mat.  
7. Layer the 3x3 photo place holder onto the Flamingo photo mat. 
8. Use foam tape to add the Flamingo photo mat and the “Partly Sunny” sticker as shown.   
9. Finish the page with the Die Cut Flower piece and 1 small Acrylic Flower in the center. 
 

Page 2 Assembly: 
1. Attach the Cloud BTP to the right edge of the page.  
2. Add the Border sticker to the right edge of the Cloud BTP. 
3. Trim down (4) 4x6 photo place holders to 3 ¾ x 5 ¾ and add to the Jade CS. 
4. Layer a 3x4 photo place holder onto the Flamingo CS and add to the page. 
5. Use foam tape to add the “Full of Life” sticker to the top left edge.  
6. Add the Circle Journaling and Circle Gnome stickers as shown.  
7. Use foam tape to add “You Are My Happy” sticker. 
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Page 1 Assembly: 

1. Attach the Limeade Zip Strip to the left edge of the page.  
2. Layer the 2 ¾” wide Honey Butter CS and the 1 ½” wide piece of Glacier CS centered 

onto the largest Limeade CS piece.  
3. Add 4x4 and 4x6 photo place holders onto the Honey Butter/Glacier CS strips.  
4. Attach the 1 x 3 ½ pieces of BTP to the top and bottom of the right edge of the page.  
5. Add the Cloud BTP pieces next to them.  
6. Add the Glacier CS to the center, also flush with the right edge of the page.  
7. Add the White CS to the top of the Glacier, approx. ¼” down and in from both the right 

and left sides.  
8. Add the large piece of Limeade CS next, followed by the Words BTP.  
9. Add the square Limeade photo mat to the top right edge of the White CS. 
10. Use Intense Black into to stamp “The Story of Today” to the left of it.  
11. Use foam tape to add the Kite, Circle Heart and “Love Grows Here” stickers.  
12. Finish the page with 2 Acrylic Butterflies. 

 
Page 2 Assembly: 

1. Attach the Glacier CS piece so it is aligned with the Glacier CS on page 1.  
2. Add the Words BTP to the left edge, leaving a ¼” border on 3 sides. Add the White CS 

piece next to this.  
3. Add the Glacier CS onto the Limeade CS and layer that onto the Honey Butter CS.  
4. Add the 3x4 photo place holders over the Glacier CS.  
5. Use foam tape to add the “Live Life In Full Bloom” sticker to the Jade CS. 
6. Add the RIGHT photo mat to the page as shown, along with the Jade CS/Sticker piece.  
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7. Use foam tape to add the “Bloom and Grow” sticker to the top edge of this piece.  
8. Add strips of the NARROW, 3-D Foam Tape (thick), to 3 of the back edges of the other 

photo mat piece. ***This is to pop it up for a Hidden Journaling strip. SEE PHOTO Below. 
*** 

9. You will also add a piece of the 3-D foam tape approx. 6 ¾” down from the top. This will 
secure your pull out piece in place. 

10. Add this Photo Mat piece to the page as shown along with the “Sweet” sticker.  
11. Cut 1 Plaid Banner sticker in half and add 1 piece to each side of the Jade CS journaling 

piece.  
12. Add the White CS strip for journaling over that. Slide the pull out into the pocket.  
13. Finish the page with 1 Acrylic Butterfly on the “Live Life In Full Bloom” sticker.  

 
 

 
 


